INTEGRATION DATA SHEET

KING & UNION

IBM & Avalon

A Perfect Union
None of us fight the battle against today’s adversaries alone. Working together, incident
artifacts from IBM Resilient can be auto-populated in Avalon for visualization and analysis,
then the investigation results automatically re-populated back into Resilient for further action.
Avalon + Resilient empowers your team to easily visualize data, investigate threats, and deliver
finished intelligence in real-time. Together.

Integration Highlights
Integrate Diverse Data Sources

Integration Benefits

Conduct investigations more efficiently by bringing all data sources together
and automating common analyst queries.

• Quickly create an Avalon
workspace from IBM Resilient
to visualize and enrich threat

Interact in Real-Time
Enable real-time information sharing and collaboration by creating trusted
groups within your organization or across your industry.

Visualize Threats and Connections
Quickly visualize and enrich threat data from IBM Resilient and all
threat intelligence sources in a single interactive workspace.

Deliver Results

intelligence.
• Increase analysis and reporting
efficiency - recouping 200+ hours
per analyst per year.
• Easily take action by exporting data
back into IBM Resilient toperform
orchestration actions and close the
investigation.

Take action by exporting data directly back into IBM Resilient and
reduce time spent on manual administrative tasks by easily creating
and delivering finished intelligence directly from Avalon.

• Enable analysts to focus on what

Preserve Investigations

• Quickly deliver reporting needed

Create a centralized knowledge repository to maintain investigative
intelligence that can be utilized for future investigations.
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they do best - security - instead of
administrative tasks.

across your organization and
preserve past analyses to enrich
future investigations.

INTEGRATION DATA SHEET

Avalon Simplifies Security Analysis &
Reporting – Integrating All Tools & Data
in One Place
Avalon integrates activities completed during the
analysts workflow, both inside and outside of Avalon,
and helps security teams spend less time on manual,
time-consuming administrative tasks and more time
on security.
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Collaborative Reporting

Visualize
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Key Stakeholders

Preserve

King and Union

IBM Resilient

King and Union enables security teams to easily create
and deliver the right intelligence to the right person
across all levels of their organization by unifying data
from multiple tools and results from investigations into a
single cyber analysis delivery platform. With our platform,
Avalon, security teams can quickly visualize threat data
and investigate together in real time, and once complete,
efficiently create and deliver the finished intelligence
required to key stakeholders. Avalon reduces the time on
manual, administrative tasks, leaving analysts more time to
focus on security, and empowers organizations to take full
advantage of the security investments they’ve made - in
people, information and technology.
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Help battle complex threats with the IBM® Resilient
Security Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR
Platform. The Resilient SOAR Platform enables your
security team to integrate its security technologies and
create powerful, agile workflows that can automate the
response process. As a result, your analysts have the tools
they need to investigate and resolve security incidents, and
can continually refine their processes over time.
To access the Avalon for Resilient app, visit https://
exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/.

